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INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS 
0. ALL PAPERS 1 
One of the principal aims of this Journal is to provide a very fast means of publication for typeset 
quality, short, applied mathematical papers. This is why we have 3 categories of submission: la.) 
&$T@C style; lb.) other typeset and 2.) typewritten. 
Our editorial processing requires the least amount of work for category la.). These we will publish 
within 3 months of acceptance. 
There is slightly more editorial preparation for category lb.) Still, if such papers are prepared 
exactly according to our instructions, they too will be published within 3 months of acceptance. 
In contrast to the two categories above (which do not necessitate the delay of typesetting and 
providing galley proofs to authors), typewritten papers are transcribed to &STFX format in our 
office. Authors are then sent a galley proof for correction. All of these steps are time consuming: 
so that typical publication time from the time of acceptance may be as long as 6 or 9 months. 
1~. A,#-l)$ PAPERS 
The ideal submission to Applied Mathematics letters is a T@ computer file, using the &@-‘I$$ 
macro package with the amsppt . sty %tyle.file”. Since the default page size of amsppt is too small 
an adjustment should be made to the page size as shown below. 
Complete instructions concerning the use of T@ in general, and of AMS-TEX in particular, are to be 
found in The Joy of QX, published by the American Mathematical Society. The symbols available 
are those shown in Appendices E and F. 
For a more leisurely introduction first read the PC ‘2&X M anu~al, published by Personal TEX, Inc; the 
first four chapters cover most of what is required (the ‘vanilla’style that comes with PC TEX is a 
subset of &S-TEX, so everything in the manual applies to &.fS-‘I’@ also). Then further detail can 
be found in The Joy of Z&X, especially chapter 7, which explains how to get the special formatting 
needed for a journal. Read this chapter carefully and use the macros from this chapter wherever 
needed in your article. 
Files for Applied Mathematics letters should begin with 
\ input amstex 
\documentstyle{amsppt} 
\heize32pc 
\vsize50pc 
(the first line should be deleted if one is using an &S-w ‘format” file that causes Tl$ to load in 
the &$-T@ macros quickly - see chapter 6 of the PC T@manual). The last two lines specify the 
page size. This size is the actual size of publication. 
The \title.. . \endtitle construction will automatically capitalize all letters, so the title can be 
typed in the usual way: 
\title Fibonacci Multiplication \endtitle 
II Instructions for authors 
Similarly, the \author . . . \endauthor construction prints the author name(s) in “caps and small 
caps” - if connecting words, like “and”are required in ordinary type, they should be specified with 
\rm: For example, 
\author Donald E. Knuth \endauthor 
Use the \affil for specifying the institution affiliation and use the \address for specifying the 
complete address: 
\aff il Computer Science Department, Stanford University \endaffil 
\addrese{ Computer Science Department, Stanford University, 
Stanford, CA 94305, U.S.A.} 
For the abstract use the \abstract. Notice that “Abstract” is automatically added so it shouldn’t 
be typed. The \thanks will be printed as a footnote at the bottom of the first page. 
Ignore \date, \commby , \keywords and\eubj class, since they are not used in Applied Mathematics 
2etter.s. 
For the REFERENCES use Appendix B of Joy of Z’&Y 
Leave space for figures with \midspace and \topspace; the caption can be also given, and will be 
printed under the space - see pages 5-11 of the PC TEX Manual, or page 189 of The Joy of f&X. 
To submit, please send a diskette of the TEX file with an attached printout to any of the Editors. 
1~. uTl+ PAPERS AND ANY OTHER TYPESET PAPERS 
If you do not have, or do not wish to use, &S-T&X, you may use other TEX formats or indeed any 
other means of typesetting such as troff. In such a case please try to adhere as closely as possible to 
the format of the “SAMPLE FOR AUTHORS” given on the following pages. In particular, the sire 
of text on a page should be 0.7 x 9.6 inches and each paper must contain a brief Abstract. Further 
details: The font used is Times Roman. The title should be bold face. The Author name should be 
“caps and small caps”and so should be headings of sections and declarations (INTRODUCTION or 
THEOREM). Mathematical symbols should be in italics. The font size should be 1Opt except for the 
abstract, references and address which should be 8pt. There should not be any page numbering. 
Headings of sections should be centered and have 1 line separation from the paragraphs. Do not 
leave any spacing in between paragraphs. Mathematical equations should be numbered on the right. 
The references should be numbered. All paper titles should be in italic. Book titles should be in 
regular font but put into quotes. Volume or issue numbers should be bold. 
To submit, please mail three copies of the camera ready manuscripts to any of the Editors. 
2. TYPEWRITTEN PAPERS 
Applied Mathematics letters accepts papers in non-typeset forms also. Each such paper must 
contain the author’s name, affiliation and address; and a brief Abstract and References in standard 
form. Authors must be careful in their estimate as to how long their paper is going to be after it is 
transcribed in the editorial offices into the &STEX format (see SAMPLE on the following pages), 
so as not to exceed the 4 page limit. To submit, please mail three copies of the manuscript to any 
of the Editors. 
